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No  Question  Marks  Keyword(s)  

1  Define   the   term   ‘least   distance   of   distinct   vision’.   What   is   its   value   for   a  
normal   human   eye?  

1  Least   distance  
of   distinct  
vision  

2  Define   the   term   visual   angle.   Draw   a   neat   diagram   to   illustrate   this.  2  Visual   angle  

3  Define   the   term   magnifying   power   of   an   instrument.   1  Define  

4  Draw   a   neat,   labelled   ray   diagram   of   a   simple   microscope.   1  Simple  
Microscope  

5  Show   that   the   magnifying   power   of   a   simple   microscope   is   given   by   the  
equation   M   =   1   +   D/f.  

5  Derive  

6  Draw   a   neat,   labelled   ray   diagram   of   a   compound   microscope.  2  Compound  
microscope  

7  Draw   a   neat   labelled   ray   diagram   of   a   refracting-type   astronomical  
telescope.  

2  Telescope,   ray  
diagram  

8  With   the   help   of   a   neat   ray   diagram,   explain   the   construction   and   working   of  
compound   microscope.   Derive   an   expression   for   its   magnifying   power.   How  
can   the   magnifying   power   be   increased?  

5  Derive   -  
compound  
microscope  

9  How   will   you   increase   the   magnifying   power   and   resolving   power   of   an  
astronomical   telescope   of   the   refracting   type?  

3  Astro.  
Telescope.  

10  Draw   a   ray   diagram   to   show   how   the   image   of   a   distant   object   is   formed   by  
a   reflecting   astronomical   telescope   when   in   normal   use.  

3  Astro   telescope  

11  What   do   you   mean   by   resolving   power   of   a   telescope?   How   does   the  
resolving   power   of   a   telescope   depend   upon   the   wavelength   of   the   light   and  
aperture   of   the   objective   lens?  

3  Resolving  
power  

12  Draw   a   neat   labeled   ray   diagram   to   show   how   the   image   of   a   distant   object  
is   formed   by   an   astronomical   refracting   telescope   in   normal   adjustment.  
Write   an   expression   for   its   magnifying   power.  

3  Refracting  
telescope  

13  What   is   the   angular   magnification   produced   by   a   simple   convex   lens   used  
as   a   simple   microscope?  

1  Simple  
microscope  

14  On   what   factors   does   the   resolving   power   of   a   telescope   depend?  1  Telescope   RP  

15  What   is   the   difference   between   linear   magnification   and   angular  
magnification   produced   by   a   lens?  

1  Define  

16  In   a   telescope,   the   focal   length   of   the   objective   is   large   while   that   of   the  
eye-piece   is   small.   Explain   the   reason   and   give   the   necessary   formula.  

2  Telescope  
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